
Sampling file
in its broad sense 
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Basics 1
A cross-sectional survey file is basically a combination of the two 
files:
-a sampling file 
and 
- a proper data file

It is required that these files include a common identifier in order 
to be merged together. At this stage the identifier does not 
need to be confidential but later usually it should be. 

The sampling file in this context consists ideally of the units that 
are used first in sampling and will be used for post-survey 
adjustments as well as for quality control. It is hard to build such 
an ideal file that avoidably includes additional units due to frame 
overcoverage (often coded with -1) but unfortunately not all 
target population units due to undercoverage.
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Basics 2

Overcoverage can be handled if such gross sample units will be 
contacted or reached in another way but this is rarely the case. 
Undercoverage is usually more difficult unless the frame cannot be 
updated for the survey period (that is not possible in most surveys 
and even if it is, surveyors are too lazy to do it). 

After solving coverage problems more or less well many other 
things are left. These include naturally complete sampling design 
information but this is not enough. Special attention needs to be 
paid, in particular, to 

-gathering auxiliary information, 
-coding of missingness and other deficiencies, 
-constructing para data on data collection. 

The fieldwork will have a big role in collecting all useful information. 
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Practical example 1

The paper presents details on the above questions. To concretise it, 
I take a rather usual survey as an example. 

This is concerned facts, attitudes, opinions, living conditions and 
so on of humans. 
The same ideas can rather easily be converted in business surveys. 
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Practical example 2

The sampling design of the exemplary file is stratified three-stage 
so that within each stratum the certain small-areas (psu’s) have been 
selected with pps, and next a fixed number of addresses/households 
within each selected psu are selected at random, and finally one 
target person within each address/household are selected at random, 
too. 
The file can be rather idealistic to be gathered in most countries but 
everything should still have been attempted to approach to this 
strategy. Naturally, some improvements can be made for the file. 
Now I have included the four major groups of variables in it: 

(i) identity including this with the real information and a protected 
one, 

(ii) sampling design variables, 
(iii)   fieldwork data and 
(iv)   other auxiliary variables. 
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Practical example 3

How to get these variables? 
There should not be problems with variables (i) and (ii) if probability 
sampling has been correctly applied. 
But in case of quota sampling these variables are not possible to get. 

Note that the variable “inclusion probability of individual” may be 
difficult to fill in for each sample unit unless any register is available 
or unless an interviewer is not able to collect this information from 
the non-respondents. 
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Practical example 3

The role of auxiliary variables is essential when adjusting for the 
weights. 

A good technique is first to provide the response propensities for 
respondents using logit or probit regression and when to calibrate 
these preliminary weights to correspond to the known population 
figures. 
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Practical example 4

I have two types of auxiliary variables, derived from external vs
internal sources. A register is a typical external source whereas 
internal here means data collected during fieldwork, for example. 

My exemplary file gives a big number of alternatives to analyse the 
success of fieldwork and to provide weighting adjustments. It is even 
possible to construct the different adjusted weights by the data 
collection mode attempted to use.  
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Practical example 5
It is unfortunate that my proposed sampling files are rarely 
available. 
-It is even so that almost everything is missing. 

A such example was the Iraq Mortality Survey that only consists 
of the psu codes. When I tried to analyse micro data (Laaksonen 
2008a) I found some regional population figures from the initial 
article and used these as stratum sizes. This is not any 
exceptional incorrect example. The European Social Survey is in 
the respect of pure sampling variables OK, but this survey 
exploits very narrowly auxiliary variables for adjustments.



Exemplary sampling data SAS file for a survey of peoples

Identity      Sampling design variables
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Exemplary sampling data SAS file for a survey of peoples

Fieldwork                                                      Other Auxiliary variables

Mode and outcome                                        External                        Internal 
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Exemplary sampling data SAS file for a survey of peoples

Identity      Sampling design variables            Fieldwork                             Other Auxiliary variables

Mode and outcome               External                Internal 
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